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Archive and record management regulation in Portugal has two main drivers. On one side there is the need to guarantee 
that administrative information, required to constitute proof of institutional actions, on both public and private sec-
tors, is kept and able to be presented by organizations whenever they are called to do it by law. On the other side there 
is the culturally oriented concern to preserve and divulgate documentation that is helpful to constitute personal and 
institutional memory, and support historical research in the future. As for this second category, archival legislation con-
cerns mainly public institutions obligation to preserve, or to deliver to the national archives, documentation classified 
as having historical interest. The sparse legislation on historical archives from private institutions is out of date, not very 
specific and rarely applied. Private archives are generally born from institutions and families own interest to protect their 
past and heritage, and not by imposition of Portuguese archival laws. In the case of financial archives, both banking and 
insurance institutions have, besides the aforementioned laws, a few regulations regarding document preservation and 
organization, mostly about substitution support for documents concerning particular business actions those institutions 
are required to make proof of.

This paper is set to describe the Portuguese panorama in what concerns record management and archival related laws, 
trying to have a more detailed focus on the few laws that regard record management in the private sector in general, and 
in the financial institutions in particular. It will be divided in five parts. In the first part we will explain the evolution of 
archival regulators and regulation in Portugal. In the second part we will start to look into the legislation, beginning with 
the archival laws of more general reach, concerning the public administration archives. On the third part we will look 
into the existing archival regulation concerning electronic documents and records management. The fourth part will 
look into private institutions obligations in record keeping, and specific laws for financial institutions. Lastly we will take 
a look into the practices of some Portuguese financial archives and on the Bank of Portugal.

1. The National Archives / Torre do Tombo

Portuguese national archives inherit their function from a medieval institution, Torre do Tombo (Tombo Tower), where 
the king’s archive was installed, it is estimated, since 1378, during the reign of D. Fernando.1 Along the centuries it ser-
ved not only as the royal administration archives, but also as the issuer of public certifications, and a place of consult of 
documentation for scholars.

The tower collapsed during the 1st of November 1755 earthquake. The documents were rescued from the shambles, 
and reinstalled in the S. Bento da Saúde’s Monastery, that later on, in 1834, should also became home to the Portuguese 
Parliament. If the tower did not survive the catastrophe, the name Torre do Tombo prevailed, until nowadays, as the 
name of the National Archives as an institution, and of the building where it functions since 1992.

Through a royal disposition of 1823, the Real Arquivo da Torre do Tombo, was instituted, with a wider set of func-
tions, and with the incorporation of documentation from the ancient regime’s courts and religious corporations, both 

1 See the DGARQ website in http://antt.dgarq.gov.pt/inicio/identificacao-institucional/historia/ (accessed in 2013/02/23).
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extinct during the liberal revolution. Its 1839 regulation establishes the duty of gathering out of use documentation from 
institutions, and documentation from extinct organisms. Later, by a law from 1862, it becomes obligatory to accompany 
incorporated documentation by provenience inventories. Public consultation of national archives started by a decree of 
1901, and was predicted to be done by scholars.

During the XX century the national archives had some changes in its regulation and tutorship. Its functions has the 
gatherer, preserver and divulgator of historically relevant documentation were reinforced through time. From 1985 on, it 
is dependent from the Portuguese Ministry of Culture, and in 1992 it heads the national net of public archives, with the 
denomination of Arquivos Nacionais / Torre do Tombo (ANTT).

The Decree 93/20072 established the Direcção-Geral de Arquivos (DGARQ), as a central service, coordinating the 
central net of archives, consisting on the ANTT and the regional archives, as well as the Centro Português de Fotografia. 
Its role is to structure, promote and see through the state’s intervention in archival policies. In 2011, the Culture Sec-
retariat was set under the Minister Council through the Decree 126-A/2011,3 after which DGARQ was, by the Decree 
103/2012,4 fused with the Direcção-Geral do Livro e das Bibliotecas, formerly the organism in charge of Portuguese na-
tional libraries, and become the Direcção-Geral do Livro dos Arquivos e das Bibliotecas (DGLAB).

2. Portuguese legislation on public archives

After the creation of the ANTT, and foreseeing the establishment of the public net of archives, it become needed to define 
the policies regulating the process of collecting the permanent preservation documents from the public administration 
to the central archives. The Decree 447/885 establishes that the rules about selection and classification of documentation 
for all public administration services, city halls, social solidarity institutions and public administrative utility entities, are 
to be set by a government directive, comprehending the evaluation, selection, elimination, preservation schedules, as well 
as the eventual microcopy typology and procedures, audiovisual preservation and transference for permanent archives. It 
is also stated that this is to be applied to other public or private entities, which archives are declared as a relevant cultural 
interest by an order from the government element in charge of cultural policy. Lastly, it confers to microcopy authentica-
ted copies, the approbatory value of the original document.

Succeeding this diploma, the Decree 121/926 comes to give more detail on how the archival selection was to be made. 
It is realized that if the existence of less interest documentation endangers the preservation of the valuable ones, a policy 
of selection and elimination has to be put in practice. The decree institutes that a general evaluation, selection and elimi-
nation table is to be made for all the common services of public administration, such as human, financial and patrimonial 
resources. This table should assure the preservation and shipment to the archives, of all the permanent interest documen-
tation, and the elimination of all the rest, after their administrative conservation schedule. This conservation schedule 
is to be established by a directive approved by the Prime-Minister. Document elimination has to observe confidentiality 
of contents, and has to be accompanied by a identification of their classification and provenience. It is forbidden the 
elimination unclassified documentation, without an official acceptance and registry by the national archives. Delivery 
to the national archives has to be registered and recognized by both the provenience unit and the accepting archive. The 
migration of the documentation to a different support is only possible attending to authentication procedures and with 
the authorization of the national archives. This diploma also defines the role of the coordinating organism for archival 
policies, nowadays the national archives, as the superintendent of the document evaluation tables for public administra-
tion. This is reinforced by the Decree 60/977 that appoints the ANTT as having the duty to emit a technical report on the 

2 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2007/03/06300/19131916.pdf
3 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2011/12/24901/0000200014.pdf
4 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2012/05/09500/0253502537.pdf
5 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1988/12/28400/48854885.pdf
6 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1992/07/150A00/31463147.pdf
7 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1997/03/067A00/12761283.pdf
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directives approving new document classification tables for public administration organisms.

Regarding public access to documentation there are two sets of laws to be taken in account. The first is the Law 65/93,8 
that suffered some minor alterations on 19959 and 1999,10 and that regulates public access to administrative documents. 
This law defines what is to be considered as

• Administrative document: every document, in any physical, audiovisual or informatics support that results or is 
detained for public administration procedures;

• Nominative document: Any support of personal data;
• Personal data: single person identifiable data, containing appreciations, judgment or private life information.

The law establishes that nominative information is only accessible to the person the contained data concerns, and to 
third parties when that person authorizes or is legally justified.

This law defines access restriction in case of national security, and that such documentation must have a classifica-
tion as restricted, that must be withdrawn after a predefined period of time. Through this diploma it is also created the 
Comissão de acesso dos Documentos Administrativos (CADA), which is responsible for the implementation of this law.

The second legislative act that regards public access to documentation is the Decree 16/93,11 a structural act for public 
archives in Portugal.

The classified documentation gathered from public administration to the national archives, become part of the Por-
tuguese archival patrimony. The law 16/93,12 with minor changes of 1994,13 institutes the general regime of archives and 
that patrimony. It defines the preservation and defense of archival patrimony as a state’s duty, establishing its attributions 
in it, and as a citizen right. It also defines the concepts of:

• Fund: the whole documentation from one provenience;
• Collection: a reunion of documentation grouped by an entity due to a common criteria;
• Archive document: a testimony, whatever is its date, nature or support material, that integrates a fund or collec-

tion, contains information and it’s produced or gathered by a public or private entity on the course of its activity.

It also defines the archive categories, according to its territorial nature (national, regional or municipal), its tutorship 
(public or private), and its lifecycle period (definitive or intermediate).

This law establishes that all documents with approbatory value or of interest are to have an archival classification. It 
also states that, in case of unclassified documents of interest that are subject to public auction, the state has a preference 
right to buy it for the bid price.

In what concerns archival patrimony communication to the public, it is stated that access has to be granted to all 
communicable documentation if there is no conservation issues against it. Documentation is interdict to public access 
if it contains personal data of judicial or medical nature, or that can risk a person’s safety, honor or intimacy, unless that 
data can be expunged from the documents, if there is consent from the person in question, or after 50 years from the 
person’s death. If this date is unknown, the documents become communicable 75 years after their creation date. The only 
exception to this is the obedience to the Decree 279/9114 and to the Law 4/91,15 which made possible the communication 

8 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1993/08/200A00/45244527.pdf
9 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1995/03/075A00/17141715.pdf
10 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1999/07/164A00/44284432.pdf
11 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1993/01/019A00/02640270.pdf
12 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1993/01/019A00/02640270.pdf
13 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1993/01/019A00/02640270.pdf
14 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1991/08/182A00/40054005.pdf
15 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1991/01/014A00/02440244.pdf
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of the Salazar, the Marcello Caetano and the PIDE/DGS funds, incorporated on the ANTT. Those funds, produced by the 
dictatorship governments until the 1975 democratic revolution, and the documentation includes the files resulting from 
the state police, PIDE/DGS, that however can only be consulted by whom each file concerns to.

Lastly this law establishes the penalties for theft, damage or violation of guardianship or preservation laws.

The net of Portuguese public archives is a system of gathering documentation of permanent conservation from the 
public administration institutions, into the central or the regional archives. These incorporations are regulated through 
the Decree 47/2004,16 which defines that, after a maximum of 30 years, time after which it is considered that all public 
documentation, with no private information, is to become publicly communicated, the services must send the docu-
mentation classified as permanent conservation to the public archives. This law stipulates that, to the central archive, the 
services must send classified documentation of national interest, and to the regional archives, that of local interest.

3. Electronic documentation

The computerization of administrative procedures, culminating on the emergence of electronically generated approba-
tory documents, whose characteristics required a specified care concerning archival and preservation, led to the need to 
regulate the management of this nature of documents. The first manifestations of this concern were about electronic mail, 
as it becomes an inevitable mean of communication between the organisms and the citizens. The Resolution from the 
Council of Ministers 60/9817 determines the existence of an electronic address on every state service, and the equivalence 
of e-mail correspondence to the physical one.

Another concern was the approbation value of the electronic signature, essential for the validation of electronic based 
procedures. The Decree 290-D/9918 regulates and attests the efficacy and approbatory value of electronic documents 
and digital signature. Also, it defines the components and criteria of electronic signature, and stipulates the necessary 
elements for an electronic document to be considered as with approbatory value. It defines a electronic document as one 
that is elaborated through electronic processing of data, electronic signature as the result of such processing that is able 
to be put into an electronic document in a way that identifies its titular as the document‘s author, and digital signature 
as a process of electronic signing a document, based on a cryptographic system. The act of signing with an electronic 
signature is to be made in a way that depends solemnly from the titular‘s will, and it’s connected with the document in a 
way that allows detection of any alteration to it. The approbatory value of a document is conferred to it by the existence 
on it of an electronic signature that is certificated by an accredited certification institution.

The Decree 290-D/99 also states that the institutions are free to choose the digital signature certification entity, and 
defines the criteria for the establishment of those entities. Later on, through the Decree 234/2000,19 a technical council 
was created to support the Technologies and Information on Justice Institute in the validation of those digital signature 
certification entities.

In 2000, through the Ruling Decree 16/2000,20 the electronic commercial invoices are also made equal to the paper 
ones. This decree establishes the adoption of an electronic invoicing system, and defines the elements it must have, such 
as a conservation and access mechanism that allow the obedience to the legal invoice retention schedules. For that, the 
storage systems, software and incorporated algorithms must be kept accessible through the entire legal retention sche-
dule.

16 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2004/03/053A00/11611162.pdf
17 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1998/05/104B00/20542054.pdf
18 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1999/08/178A01/00020011.pdf
19 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2000/09/222A00/51315131.pdf
20 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2000/10/228B00/54085410.pdf
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4. Legislation on private institutions on document and archival management

There is no Portuguese law on the management or organization of private archives. The only legal requirement in what 
concerns private institution’s archives is the Decree 429/77.21 This diploma states that the archives and cultural assets 
from private institutions that, for their antiquity, economical relevance or political influence, had had any national level 
projection on any time are not to leave the country. Their owners and administrators are responsible for its conservation 
and the member of the government in charge of Culture can oppose to those archives and assets condition. This law, from 
1977, stipulates that are considered by it all the companies with more than 25 years from their constitution and with a 
share capital superior to 50 million escudos. Although it had never been revoked, and therefore officially in action nowa-
days, there is no actual application of it, being very little the amount of private companies with such archives or adequate 
permanent conservation policies. The fact is that it was never defined how the classification or general management of 
that documentation is to be made. Furthermore it is even arguable if the law actually obliges such companies to create an 
archive policy, or if it is just to be applies to companies who decided to create it.

In the case of financial institutions there is some specific documentation, in what regards record management, namely 
about the migration to other supports of specific to financial institutions documentation. Obliged, as all the private sector 
institutions, by the Commercial Code22 to keep their correspondence and accountability documentation for 10 years, 
banks are allowed, by the Decree 110/89,23 to microfilm bank checks for conservation purpose. The originals have to be 
kept for 180 days, after which they can be destroyed. The regulation on the validation elements to be contained on those 
microfilms, as well as the procedures to produce them is explicit on the Order 974/89.24 The microfilmed checks and the 
copies made from them have the same approbatory value than the original.

With the establishment of information technologies on financial practices, the Decree 279/200025 foresaw the adapta-
tion of these two diplomas to the use of optic disc. It widened the use of this support to some other financial documen-
tation besides bank checks, and stipulated the conservation of the paper originals to 6 months.

In what concerns insurance companies, there is also a law concerning document support migration. The Decree 
447/88, abovementioned in part 2, established microfilm copies, effectuated under stipulated procedures, as a support 
with recognized approbatory value to be used in public companies. Considering that there should not be a difference 
in this matter between private and state owned insurance companies, the Decree 295/9126 stipulates that all insurance 
companies can microfilm all records, with the collaboration from the national archives. The originals are allowed to be 
destroyed without possibility of recovery. As before, copies made from the microfilm have the same approbatory value 
as the originals.

5. Practice in Portuguese financial institutions archives

There are not all that many historical archives from financial institutes in Portugal. From the few in existence, we are 
going to briefly explore, as an exemplary demonstration of this kind of organisms, the Bank of Portugal’s Archive. Crea-
ted in 1959, as part of the bank’s Statistics Department, responding to its need to gather and organize a great deal of 
information for analytic purpose, the Bank of Portugal archive become three years later, a autonomous service. In 1976 it 
become a part of the Documentation, Editions and Museum area, in the Support Services Department. The archive’s role 
has been the collection, organization and divulgation of relevant documentation about the institution’s history. It gathers 
the documental collections resulting from the over 160 years of the Bank’s existence, as well as from extinct institutions 

21 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1977/10/23900/24982498.pdf
22 Online in http://goo.gl/vkIAc
23 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1989/04/08600/15801580.pdf
24 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/1989/11/26100/49824982.pdf
25 Online in http://dre.pt/pdf1sdip/2000/11/260A00/63086309.pdf
26 Online in http://www.dre.pt/pdf1s/1991/08/187A00/41444145.pdf
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related to the bank, such as its originating institutions, the Banco de Lisboa (1821-1846), and the Companhia Confiança 
Nacional (1844–1846), and such as some XIX century financial institutions, supported by the Banco de Lisboa and other 
share holders and created to finance public debt, like Companhia de Crédito Nacional (1841-1844), Companhia União 
(1843-1845), Companhia Auxiliar (1844–1845), and Companhia Confiança (1838-1845). The archive’s collection also 
incorporates funds inherited by the bank due to their connection by share holding as the Companhia das Obras Públicas 
de Portugal (1844-1856), responsibility in their liquidation, as the Sociedade Geral Agrícola e Financeira de Portugal 
(1837-1897), or function inheritance, as the Inspecção Geral de Créditos e Seguros (1949-1975), amongst other collec-
tions of financial related documentation donated, bought or produced by the Bank.

These funds are available to the general public through a reading room facility. Besides this, the archive has a con-
tinuous role in the selection and classification of documents, working with the bank’s departments to establish preser-
vation schedules and selection tables, as well as managing long term and permanent storage of records. Not being a 
public administration institution, the Bank of Portugal’s archival policies and selection tables are not subjected to public 
archival legislation or the national archives supervision. However document access in the archive generally regards what 
is stipulated both Law 16/93 and the Decree 47/2004. As said in part 2, the first of those diplomas states that documents 
with personal information are to be excluded from public access or expunged from that information until 50 years after 
the person’s death or 75 after the document’s date, as the second considers archival documentation public after 30 years 
passed its creation. Supporting the standardization in archive management, the archive’s catalogue is in accord to the 
national archive’s orientation on archive documents description (ODA).27

Historical archives exist in other Portuguese banking institutions with different natures. That is the example of the 
Caixa Geral de Depósitos (CGD),28 a states owned bank founded in 1876, which archive incorporates the bank’s own ge-
nerated documentation, as well as the funds inherited from other related institutions. One of those is the Banco Nacional 
Ultramarino, a bank founded in 1864, responsible for the banknote emission on the oversea Portuguese colonies, which 
was incorporated by the CGD in 2001. Other important fund from the CGD’s archive is the Caixa Nacional de Previdên-
cia, an administered by the CGD institution that, created in 1929, concentrated a series of mutual assistance institutions.

A private owned commercial bank, the Banco Espírito Santo e Comercial de Lisboa (BES) has an archive constituted 
in 1996, voted to preservation of the institution’s memory. It aggregates, besides its own documentation, that of institu-
tions that preceded it, such as the Banco Espírito Santo (1920–1992) and the Banco Comercial de Lisboa (1875-1937), 
as well as of institutions that were integrated in it, or relevant collections bought by the institution.29 Access to the docu-
mentation by the public is possible through request and after the bank’s authorization.

Conclusions

Portuguese legislation on archives has been greatly focused towards the public archives. But considering how recent the 
effort to collect, in a systematic way, the documents that support our memory, in public institutions, it is no wonder that 
there is still a long way to go before we can start to apply it to private ones. A great limitation to it resides in the fact that 
private archives are due to institutional and personal will in memory preservation, and that its benefits to national culture 
are not considered reason enough to require private institutions to constitute them. Document permanent preservation 
is a resource consuming effort that is not easy to request to private institutions, with the only claim of history research 
support. The only ever made law in that sense had failed to be applied or developed, to fit reality and the passing of times. 
And even if the national archives could absorb that effort, a reality that is far from being true, there are issues of private 
property and information protection that are not easily set aside by private institutions. Before thinking about updating 
and applying such a regulation, a cultural change had to take place in developing interest on the approach to Portuguese 

27 Online in http://dgarq.gov.pt/files/2008/10/oda1-2-3.pdf
28 See the CGD’s acrhive website in http://goo.gl/V3Yz5
29 DAMAS, C. A., O Arquivo Histórico do Banco Espírito Santo. Online in http://historia-empresarial.fe.unl.pt/fontes/ar-
quivobes.pdf . Acedido em 2013/02/23
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history through these sources.

A way too look at this issue is that archive regulation is not only about conservation and access to documents, for 
historical research purpose. Archives are also a way to general public to be able to oversee processes that have impact on 
society. Regulation over the documentation that makes proof of those processes is also a matter of public transparency 
guarantee.


